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Phobya 7Pin Sata to eSata
Individually Sleeved 35cm Black

$4.95

Product Images

Short Description
Connection cable between motherboard SATA connection and eSATA devices.
This cable is used to the motherboard with the various external devices, eg Hard disks or CD-Rom drives to take a connection.
Extra shielded and insulated.

Description
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Product Details:
Connection cable between motherboard SATA connection and eSATA devices.
This cable is used to the motherboard with the various external devices, eg Hard disks or CD-Rom drives to take a connection.
Extra shielded and insulated, this cable is ideal for use on their PC! The securing tabs of the connectors are a special holding
system which locks onto their device and oﬀers a ﬁrm grip on the connector. This connection can be made with a handle and
resolve again and that by pushing on the tabs. The mounting bracket can be mounted as usual.

Features
Sleeving:
This cable is not only useful but also very visually appealing. To the overarching network that wraps the actual
cable is very tight and this is precisely the effect which the Profisleever: Complete reconstruction of the cable
in order to emphasize the uniqueness of its system even better! Particular attention was paid to the
combination of the cable jacket (the sleeve), the plug, and the shrink tubing, that they paint a consistent
picture.
Sets:
Phobyas goal is to give amateur and professional case modders here a bit far to come forward. Sleeving is
like a lot of work and costs a lot of time, so you can now convert to the cables of Phobya his entire system
just as you would like, just by simply changing cables.

Specifications
Specifications:
Connection: SATA to eSATA
Length of cable: 35 cm
Color: black sleeve, black plugs, black shrink tubing
Ends: straight
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Additional Information
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Brand

Phobya

SKU

PH-87465

Weight

1.0000

Cable Type

SATA Power Extension

Vendor SKU/EAN

4049469127268
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